Preparation and in vitro/in vivo evaluation of revaprazan hydrochloride nanosuspension.
Revaprazan hydrochloride (RH) is a new reversible proton pump inhibitor. However, due to poor water solubility, oral bioavailability of the drug was relatively low. To investigate the particle size reduction effect of RH on dissolution and absorption, three suspensions that containing different sized particles were prepared by high pressure homogenization and in vitro/in vivo evaluations were carried out. DSC and powder X-ray diffraction were used to study crystalline state of freeze dried powder of RH suspensions and the results showed that particles of RH microsuspension and nanosuspension remained in the same crystalline state as coarse suspension, but had lower lattice energy. In the in vitro dissolution test, both microsuspension and nanosuspension showed increased dissolution rate. In the in vivo evaluation, compared to coarse suspension, RH nanosuspension exhibited significant increase in AUC(0-t), C(max) and decrease in T(max), MRT. Nevertheless, RH microsuspension did not display any significant differences in these pharmacokinetic parameters compared to the coarse suspension. The findings revealed that particle size reduction can influence RH absorption in gastrointestinal tract and nanosuspension can enhance oral bioavailability of RH in rats.